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Nearest-Neighbor Guided Evaluation of Data
Reliability and Its Applications

Tossapon Boongoen and Qiang Shen

Abstract—The intuition of data reliability has recently been in-
corporated into the main stream of research on ordered weighted
averaging (OWA) operators. Instead of relying on human-guided
variables, the aggregation behavior is determined in accordance
with the underlying characteristics of the data being aggregated.
Data-oriented operators such as the dependent OWA (DOWA)
utilize centralized data structures to generate reliable weights,
however. Despite their simplicity, the approach taken by these
operators neglects entirely any local data structure that repre-
sents a strong agreement or consensus. To address this issue, the
cluster-based OWA (Clus-DOWA) operator has been proposed.
It employs a cluster-based reliability measure that is effective to
differentiate the accountability of different input arguments. Yet,
its actual application is constrained by the high computational
requirement. This paper presents a more efficient nearest-neigh-
bor-based reliability assessment for which an expensive clustering
process is not required. The proposed measure can be perceived
as a stress function, from which the OWA weights and associated
decision-support explanations can be generated. To illustrate the
potential of this measure, it is applied to both the problem of
information aggregation for alias detection and the problem of
unsupervised feature selection (in which unreliable features are
excluded from an actual learning process). Experimental results
demonstrate that these techniques usually outperform their con-
ventional state-of-the-art counterparts.

Index Terms—Alias detection, data reliability, nearest neighbor,
ordered weighted averaging (OWA) aggregation, unsupervised
feature selection, weight determination.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY important aggregation operators have been de-
veloped to deliver a reasonable outcome upon which

an intelligent decision can be made. These operators range
from the simple arithmetic mean to fuzzy-oriented ones, in-
cluding minimum/maximum, uninorm, and many types of more
complex t-norm/t-conorm (further details in [3]). Furthermore,
a parameterized mean-like aggregation operator, i.e., ordered
weighted averaging (OWA), has been introduced [60] and
successfully applied in different areas [65]. Essentially, by
selecting an appropriate weight vector, an OWA operator can
reflect the uncertain nature of human judgment, with the ability
to generate an aggregating result that lies between the two
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extremes of minimum and maximum. A number of different
techniques have been proposed to obtain weights that are appro-
priate for different operators: maximum entropy [44], weight
learning [16], recursive formulation [57], Gaussian distribution
[58], and data clustering methods [6] (see [20] for more details).

In the process of combining multiple arguments, a precaution
worth noting is that unduly high/low or abnormal values may be
given by false or biased judgment. In such cases, a typical OWA
operator would suffer drastically from assigning the highest pri-
ority to either the highest or the lowest value. As a result, the in-
tuition of data reliability has recently been incorporated into the
research on OWA operators. Unlike many other conventional
weight determination techniques that concentrate on human-
guided variables, the reliability-oriented approach models the
aggregation behavior in accordance with the characteristics of
the data being aggregated. The original technique introduced
by following this approach is the dependent OWA (DOWA)
operator [58], [59], where a normal distribution of argument
values is assumed to determine their reliability degrees and,
hence, the weights. In particular, a high weight (i.e., good
reliability) is given to the argument whose value is close to the
center of all arguments (i.e., mean), whereas lower weights are
assigned to those further away. This interpretation has also been
generalized in the centered OWA operator [63], where weights
are high around the middle and decay symmetrically toward the
boundary ends.

Despite their generality, these weight generation methods
possess a common drawback, which originates from the under-
lying centralized assumption. Conceptually, argument values
are viewed as members of one large cluster (i.e., a global con-
sensus of decision makers’ opinions), and the arithmetic mean
is considered sufficient to grade their reliability. This approach
completely discards the significance of any possible trend that
emerges from a local data structure as a subset of values that
are tightly clustered together. To avoid this problem, a cluster-
based distance metric has been introduced in [6] to measure the
reliability from which a so-called Clus-DOWA operator and its
weighting scheme can be formulated. Effectively, those values
that are very far from the group center (i.e., mean) are not
necessarily unreliable if they are seemingly indifferent to their
local neighbors (i.e., its distance to the nearest cluster is small).
In spite of reported effectiveness, such an agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering technique [14] has significant drawbacks: high
time and space complexity of O(n3) and O(n2), respectively
(where n is the number of input arguments).

To overcome the aforementioned burden, this paper presents
an improved scheme of the existing cluster-based reliability
assessment, where the distance to the nearest neighbor is

1083-4419/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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employed rather than that of the closest cluster. Hence, the
data clustering process becomes irrelevant, and the resulting
time and space complexity is reduced to O(n2) and O(n),
respectively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this simplified
reliability measure, it is applied to two different information
processing tasks: 1) determination of the weights of OWA
aggregation for alias detection and 2) unsupervised feature se-
lection. The intuition of nearest neighbors is not new. However,
its application within the context of information aggregation
and unsupervised feature selection is unique.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the main theoretical concepts of the OWA operators,
with emphasis on the reliability-based weight determination
approach from which the current research is motivated and
developed. In Section III, the nearest-neighbor guided reliabil-
ity evaluation is thoroughly explained, including its advantages
over the existing cluster-based method. Section IV describes the
exploitation of this data-driven reliability measure as a stress
function by which a user can perceive the importance degrees
of different arguments and their corresponding contributions
toward the aggregated outcome. The resulting DOWA operator
is first applied for the task of alias detection in intelligence data,
aggregating similarity measures generated by distinct string-
matching algorithms. To reflect the generality of this reliability
measure, it is further applied to the problem of unsupervised
feature selection, details of which are given in Section V. This
paper is concluded in Section VI, with a short discussion of
future work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Here, the theoretical basis and common practice regarding
the OWA operator and weight determination methods are pre-
sented, upon which the current research is established.

A. OWA Operator

The process of information aggregation appears in many
decision-support applications. Despite being computationally
simplistic, neither minimum nor maximum is appropriate for
most of such applications. Accordingly, a new family of ag-
gregation methods termed the OWA operator has been de-
veloped [60]. This type of a mean-like operator provides a
flexible way to utilize the entire range of operators from the
logical conjunction to the logical disjunction (with the two ex-
tremes traditionally implemented by minimum and maximum,
respectively).

Definition 1: An OWA operator of dimension n is a map-
ping Rn ! R, which has an associated weighting vector W =
(w1, w2, . . . , wn)T , where wj " [0, 1] and

!n
j=1 wj = 1. An

input vector (a1, a2, . . . , an), is aggregated as follows:

OWA(a1, a2, . . . , an) =
n"

j=1

wjbj (1)

where bj is the jth largest element in the vector (a1, a2, . . . , an)
and b1 # b2 # · · · # bn. Prior to the application of weights,
the reordering process of arguments (a1, a2, . . . , an) to

(b1, b2, . . . , bn) is essential. Intuitively, an OWA operator is
order-dependent since weights are assigned in accordance with
the order of argument values (see details of OWA properties in
[38] and [65]).

Weight determination is crucial to this family of operators
since associated weights dictate the type of aggregation that
an OWA exhibits. A number of different techniques have been
proposed for obtaining weights used by the OWA operators, for
instance, maximal entropy [44], weight learning [16], Gaussian
[58], and data clustering methods [6] (more details in [20]).
Another important and useful method for weight determination
is the functional approach called basic unit-interval monotonic
(BUM) function, as introduced in [62].

Definition 2: Let F be a function F : [0, 1] ! [0, 1] such
that F (0) = 0, F (1) = 1, and F (a) # F (b) given a # b. With
this BUM function, it is possible to derive a weight vector
(w1, w2, . . . , wn)T as follows:

wi = F

#
i

n

$
$ F

#
i $ 1

n

$
, i = 1, . . . , n. (2)

For instance, with a BUM function F (x) = x,%x " [0, 1],
the resulting weight vector is wi = (1/n), i = 1, . . . , n, which
equivalently leads to an averaging weight (see further details
in [62]). This approach helps increase the usefulness of OWA
operators. In particular, it enables the modeling of linguistically
specified aggregation imperatives and the inclusion of impor-
tance associated with aggregated arguments [65]. Following
this, a simple weight generation mechanism has recently been
introduced with stress functions, by which a user can concep-
tually specify the type of an OWA operator required for a given
application problem [64].

Definition 3: A stress function is a nonnegative function
s(x) defined on the unit interval x : [0, 1] ! R+. Given this,
F (x) can be defined as follows, where

% 1
0 s(y)dy = K:

F (x) =
1
K

x&

0

s(y)dy. (3)

According to (2), OWA weights can be derived as

wi =
1
K

'

()

i
n&

0

s(y)dy $

i!1
n&

0

s(y)dy

*

+, , i = 1, . . . , n. (4)

This calculation can be simplified if weights are approximated
directly from a stress function s as follows (see proof and
further details in [64]):

wi =
s
-

i
n

.

n!
j=1

s
- j

n

. . (5)

With this method, a user can easily characterize the nature of
aggregation through locations of stress (i.e., significant values).
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B. Data Reliability and DOWA Operators

Weight vectors generated by the aforementioned functions
are classified as argument-independent since they are not re-
lated to the aggregates being studied. In contrast, with the
argument-dependent approach, weights are determined based
on the properties of input arguments. Specifically, the DOWA
operator in [58] and [59] utilizes a weight vector derived in
accordance with the normal distribution of argument values.
In essence, with this centralized perspective, arguments whose
values are in the middle of the group, i.e., near the group av-
erage, are considered more reliable and acquire higher weights
when compared with those further away from the center. Note
that the reliability of an argument can be conceptually defined
as the appropriateness of using the argument as the group
representative (i.e., the aggregated outcome).

Similarly, the clustered argument DOWA (Clus-DOWA) op-
erator, recently introduced in [6], aims to decrease the effect
of false or biased judgment in a group decision making. Here,
the intuition of reliability is also engaged to differentiate a
collection of arguments. An argument whose value is similar
to those of others is considered reliable and can be regarded
as the group representative. In contrast, an argument that is
largely different from the rest is discriminated as the unreliable
member.

At the outset, to obtain the cluster-based weight vector for
a set of arguments {a1, a2, . . . , an}, the agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering technique [14] is adopted such that the cluster
structure is achieved through iterations of merging the nearest
pair of clusters into a larger one. Particularly, the clustering
process terminates as soon as all arguments have been merged
to their nearest clusters. Following that, for each argument
ai, the distance di behind such merging is recorded for the
evaluation of its reliability.

Definition 4: For each argument ai, i = 1, . . . , n, its reliabil-
ity ri can be directly estimated from the distance to its nearest
cluster di recorded during the clustering process, i.e.,

ri = 1 $ di
n!

j=1
dj

. (6)

From this, the weight vector can then be calculated from the
vector of reliability measure (r1, r2, . . . , rn) as follows:

wi =
ri

n!
j=1

rj

, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (7)

Data-dependent weight vectors, generated by this distributed
methodology, have proven effective for classification and fea-
ture selection problems, with the performance superior to that
of the centralized counterpart.

III. NEAREST-NEIGHBOR GUIDED EVALUATION

OF DATA RELIABILITY

In spite of reported success, the major drawback of the
cluster-based reliability measure is high computational require-
ment: with the time and space complexity being O(n3) and

Fig. 1. Different local neighboring sets Na1 and Na2 of arguments a1 and
a2, respectively, where (a) k = 1 and (b) k = 3.

Fig. 2. Procedural description of the FindNearestNeighbor algorithm.

O(n2), respectively (where n is the number of input data).
This resource-demanding scenario is caused by the application
of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique to dis-
covering the reliability of each data argument. To overcome
this fundamental drawback and maintain the advantage of the
distributed approach, the local neighboring context that has
previously been realized as a closest cluster is replaced by a
set of k nearest neighbors (k " {1, . . . , n $ 1}). Fig. 1 depicts
this modified approach, in which arguments (a1 and a2) very
far from the global center are considered reliable if they are
close to members of their local neighbor sets (Na1 and Na2 ,
respectively).

For a collection of data arguments A = {a1, . . . , an}, let
Nk

ai
be a set of k nearest neighbors of an argument ai, where

Nk
ai

& A, nj " Nk
ai

, nj '= ai, j = 1, . . . , k. The reliability of
a specific argument can be determined by the distance to
members of its nearest neighbor set that can be found using
the FindNearestNeighbor algorithm given in Fig. 2. The higher
this distance is, the less reliable that argument becomes.

Initially, the distance d(ai, aj) between any two arguments
ai, aj " A is specified simply as

d(ai, aj) = |ai $ aj |. (8)

This is for computational simplicity. Of course, any other
distance metric may be applied if they do not incur too
much overheads in computation. Given the distance metric, the
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reliability Rk
ai

of argument ai depends on the average distance
Dk

ai
to its k nearest neighbors (i.e., members of Nk

ai
), which is

identified as

Dk
ai

=
1
K

"

%nt"Nk
ai

d(ai, nt) = d

'

()ai,

!

%nt"Nk
ai

nt

k

*

+, . (9)

Following this, the reliability measure Rk
ai

" [0, 1], i =
1, . . . , n can be obtained such that

Rk
ai

= 1 $
Dk

ai

Dmax
(10)

where Dmax = maxap,aq"A,ap '=aq d(ap, aq).
Without the data clustering process, this reliability measure

is more efficient compared to the existing cluster-based method,
with time and space complexity generally decreasing to O(n2)
and O(n), respectively. Note that, in the extreme case of k =
n $ 1, the time complexity becomes a linear function of O(n)
as well since the search for nearest neighbors is not required.
Essentially, this data-driven measure can be used to determine
the weight vector of a DOWA operator (see Section IV), whose
efficiency is substantially better than that of the Clus-DOWA
counterpart. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of this
nearest-neighbor-based reliability measure, it is applied to the
task of unsupervised feature selection (see Section V), where
the inclusion of a feature in a learning process depends on the
overall reliability of its values.

Note that in this research, the underlying reliability measure
is parameterized by a user-defined k. Intuitively, k should be
small (k ( n) to preserve the locality of data constitution.
Empirical results have shown that given a small k, the proposed
metric is robust to the setting of this parameter (examples for
such empirical investigation are provided later). Alternatively,
if representative historical data about the problem domain are
available, this parameter may then be acquired using a learning
methodology.

IV. USE OF RELIABILITY AS A STRESS FUNCTION WITH

APPLICATION TO ALIAS DETECTION

A common pitfall with existing aggregation operators is the
inability to provide an explanatory means by which a user
can utilize to enhance individual perception of arguments’
importance. To resolve this shortcoming, a stress function
[64] has recently been introduced as a simple mechanism
for attaining interpretability. Accordingly, different types of a
stress function can be used to express a weight distribution
and, hence, different aggregation behavior. Similar to other
argument-independent methods, this approach is practical for
the circumstances where human experience is relevant. How-
ever, for a reliability-oriented case such as the task of com-
bining several string-matching measures for alias detection, an
argument-dependent weight determination technique proves to
be particularly effective. As such, here, a novel stress-function-
like method to obtain dependent weights and explanatory ag-

Fig. 3. Stress-function formalism: (a) conventional and (b) its reverse-
engineered data-driven methods.

Fig. 4. Example of data-driven stress functions.

gregation is presented, with the application to intelligence data
analysis.

A. Explanatory OWA Aggregation With a Stress Function

The nearest-neighbor-based reliability measure, emphasized
in Section III, can be regarded as a stress function that describes
the significance of each input argument. This perspective is
different from but complements the human-directed formalism
originally introduced in [64]. As shown in Fig. 3, it can be
perceived as the reverse-engineered counterpart of the con-
ventional method. In essence, stress functions are similarly
articulated for better interpretation, but they are derived from
two distinct sources: human experience and intuition, and the
data, respectively.

With the data-driven approach, prior to the actual aggregation
process, a set of argument-specific reliability measures Rk

ai

for input arguments A = {a1, . . . , an} is generated using the
k nearest-neighbor-based method, as formally illustrated in
(8)–(10). Having achieved this, the graphical representation of
these reliability values (analogous to stress values) can be used
to broaden the interpretation of arguments’ importance and the
underlying data structure. For instance, Fig. 4 presents the re-
sulting stress-like functions obtained from the application of the
aforementioned method to arguments A = {90, 75, 65, 62, 60},
where k " {1, 2}.

In addition to the graphical means, it is possible to achieve an
enhanced and coherent understanding through a linguistic ex-
planation of reliability measures. This goal is accomplished by
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF LINGUISTIC EXPLANATION OF RELIABILITY MEASURES,

WITH A MEMBERSHIP VALUE OF EACH LINGUISTIC LABEL BRACKETED.
NOTE THAT Nk

ai
AND Rk

ai
DENOTE A k NEAREST-NEIGHBOR SET AND

CORRESPONDING RELIABILITY MEASURE OF ARGUMENT ai

exploiting descriptive labels with quantitative semantics repre-
sented by membership functions [66]. Let L be the set of labels
(lj , j = 1, . . . , nr, with nr denoting the number of labels spec-
ified for degree of reliability) and S be the set of corresponding
fuzzy sets (sj , j = 1, . . . , nr) defined over the universe of dis-
course, Ur = [0, 1]. Note that a fuzzy set sj is herein formally
specified as sj = {(x, µsj (x))|x " Ur, µsj (x) " [0, 1]}, where
µsj (x) " [0, 1] is the membership function of sj . In this paper,
for computational efficiency, each fuzzy set sj , %j = 1, . . . , nr,
is represented with a triangular membership function that is
generally defined as follows:

µsj (x) =

/
01

02

0, x < x1
x$x1
x2$x1

, x1 ) x ) x2
x3$x
x3$x2

, x2 ) x ) x3

0, x > x3

(11)

where x1 and x3 are the left and right bounds, respectively,
x2 is the mode of the fuzzy set sj (i.e., µsj (x2) = 1), and
x, x1, x2, x3 " Ur.

To be concise, suppose that the label set L = {l1 =
Low, l2 = Medium, l3 = High}, with nr = 3. Thus, the fol-
lowing three membership functions can be defined to represent
the quantitative semantics of linguistic labels:

µs1(x) =
3

0.5$x
0.5 , 0 ) x ) 0.5

0, x > 0.5
(12)

µs2(x) =
3 x

0.5 , 0 ) x ) 0.5
1$x
0.5 , 0.5 < x ) 1 (13)

µs3(x) =
3

0, x < 0.5
x$0.5
0.5 , 0.5 ) x ) 1 (14)

where S = {s1, s2, s3} and x " Ur. Of course, more or less
labels can be employed for different precision levels required.

Following the previous example, where arguments A =
{90, 75, 65, 62, 60} and k " {1, 2}, Table I presents argument-
specific reliability measures in both numerical and linguistic
terms. Essentially, this fuzzy linguistic methodology allows
the uniform and simple interpretation of arguments’ reliability
and their contribution toward the final aggregation result. It is
effective as the explanatory means, particularly for data analysis
or decision-making tasks that involve multiple analysts/experts.

B. Weight Determination for DOWA Aggregation

In addition to the purpose of interpretability, the re-
liability measure can be directly employed to determine
argument-dependent weight vectors. In accordance with the
stress-function method [64], for each argument ai " A, A =
{a1, . . . , an}, its weight wi is estimated from the order of its
value Order(ai) " {1, . . . , n} within the descending-value list
of arguments. Note that Order(ai) = 1 when ai = max(A),
and likewise, Order(ai) = n when ai = min(A). Using any
stress function s(x) ! R+, x " [0, 1], an argument-specific
weight wi is defined as

wi =
s
4

Order(ai)
n

5

n!
j=1

s
4

Order(aj)
n

5 . (15)

As the reliability measure is order-independent, each ar-
gument is now assigned with a specific degree of reliability,
regardless of its position in the ordered argument list. The pre-
vious equation can, therefore, be generalized to the argument-
dependent case as follows, where the reliability measure is rep-
resented as a stress-like discrete function r(x) ! [0, 1], x " R:

wi =
r(ai)

n!
j=1

r(aj)
. (16)

Note that the analogous formalism has been adopted with both
DOWA [59] and Clus-DOWA [6] operators. Particularly to
the k nearest-neighbor-based reliability, this definition can be
simplified as

wk
i =

Rk
ai

n!
j=1

Rk
aj

(17)

where Rk
ai

denotes the reliability measure of argument
ai, estimated from the set of its k nearest neighbors (i.e.,
arguments). Following that, the resulting argument-dependent
operator, denoted as kNN-DOWA, can be specified by

kNN-DOWA(a1, a2, . . . , an) =
n"

i=1

aiw
k
i . (18)

Similar to Clus-DOWA [6] and DOWA [59] operators, kNN-
DOWA is neat (i.e., order independent), as it generates the
same outcome regardless of the order of argument values [61].
Let {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be any permutation of the argument vector
{a1, a2, . . . , an}. Then

kNN-DOWA(a1, . . . , an) = kNN-DOWA(c1, . . . , cn). (19)

As a continued example, kNN-DOWA is applied to the
example of aggregating arguments A = {a1 = 90, a2 =
75, a3 = 65, a4 = 62, a5 = 60}, whose reliability measures
are presented in Table I. Accordingly, the weight vectors
obtained from k = 1 and k = 2 nearest-neighbor reliability
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Fig. 5. Stress functions used to formulate (a) OWA-Stress1, (b) OWA-Stress2,
and (c) OWA-Stress3 operators, respectively.

assessments are {w1 = 0.127, w2 = 0.169, w3 = 0.229, w4 =
0.237, w5 = 0.237} and {w1 = 0.095, w2 = 0.167, w3 =
0.224, w4 = 0.262, w5 = 0.252}, respectively.

C. Application to Alias Detection in Intelligence Data

Here, a practical application of kNN-DOWA to alias de-
tection in intelligence data is presented. The performance of
the kNN-DOWA and other OWA operators (including both
argument dependent and independent) is empirically examined.
Note that alias detection is a crucial task to preventing terrorist
and criminal activities [7], [19]. Particularly in the case of
terrorism, alias and false identities are widely exploited to
provide financial and logistical support to terrorist networks
that have set up and encourage criminal activities to under-
mine civil society. Tracking and preventing terrorist activities
undoubtedly require authentic identification of criminals and
terrorists who typically possess multiple fraud and deceptive
names, addresses, bank accounts, and telephone numbers.

A number of string matching techniques [40] have been
invented to measure the similarity between a pair of textual
entities and can be applied to detecting aliases of named ob-
jects. Intuitively, by combining similarity measures of different
matching algorithms, superior results may be obtained. To fa-
cilitate comparative studies, the kNN-DOWA and other aggre-
gation operators are respectively utilized to combine similarity
measures that are derived by the use of different techniques:
Levenshtein [40], Q-grams [33], Needleman–Wunsch [41], and
Jaro [28].

The aggregation methods are evaluated over the challenging
terrorist data set, which is manually extracted from Web pages
and news stories related to terrorism [26]. Each entity presented
in this link network is the name of a person, place, or orga-
nization, while a link denotes an association between objects
through reported events. Statistically, this network contains
4088 entities, 5581 links, and 919 alias pairs.

In this evaluation, three linear stress functions (see Fig. 5)
are exploited to generate argument-independent weight
vectors and their corresponding OWA operators (denoted as
OWA-Stress1, OWA-Stress2, and OWA-Stress3, respectively).
By following (5) with n = 4 (i.e., the number of similarity
measures to be aggregated), these weight vectors are {w1 =
0.25, w2 =0.25, w3 =0.25, w4 =0.25}, {w1 =0.4, w2 =0.3,
w3 = 0.2, w4 = 0.1} and {w1 = 0.1, w2 = 0.2, w3 = 0.3,
w4 = 0.4}, respectively. Note that the OWA-Stress1 operator is
equivalent to a simple arithmetic mean, where each argument
is allocated with a weight of 1/n.

TABLE II
NUMBER OF ALIAS PAIRS DISCOVERED BY EACH METHOD

USING TOP-! SIMILAR PAIRS

Table II shows the number of alias pairs discovered by
each method, taking into account top-! name pairs with the
highest similarity values, where ! " {25, 50, 75, 100}. Note
that the results of the Clus-DOWA operator are not explicitly
listed as they are identical to those of the 1NN-DOWA (i.e.,
kNN-DOWA with k being 1) counterpart, although the latter
is more efficient. It is evidently illustrated that the similarity
values derived by both 1NN-DOWA and 2NN-DOWA oper-
ators are more accurate than those generated by the DOWA
and other argument-independent operators (i.e., OWA-Stress1,
OWA-Stress2, and OWA-Stress3). In addition, the kNN-DOWA
approach also outperforms the best individual string matching
technique, i.e., Jaro.

These experimental results reflect well the underlying
theoretical ideas. They have shown that the aggregation of
string-matching scores generally improves the accuracy that
is achievable by any single score alone. In particular, the
distributed reliability measure exploited by the kNN-DOWA
operators is more robust to extreme values, as compared with
the centralized mechanism employed by the DOWA operator.
Unlike the kNN-DOWA methods whose behaviors vary in
accordance with discovered local consensus (group), existing
data-independent operators may deliver inconsistent perfor-
mance, as their weights are predefined without taking into
account the properties of the actual data.

Note that the explanation mechanism (as shown in Table I)
can assist data analysts to validate the results generated by
the kNN-DOWA approach. This capability helps to reduce the
problem of false positives, where innocent individuals have
been identified as suspects. Also, the explanatory formalism
allows a flexible linguistic-like retrieval of suspected cases.

V. APPLICATION OF DATA RELIABILITY TO

UNSUPERVISED FEATURE SELECTION

To further demonstrate the potential of the current research,
here, another application of data reliability to the task of unsu-
pervised feature selection is presented. Fundamentally, this ap-
plication aims to reduce a number of features for more efficient
data analysis. The benefits of such work include minimizing
the measurement and storage requirements, reducing training
and run time, and defying the curse of dimensionality to
improve prediction performance [29], [30], [36]. The proposed
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method uses the reliability measure to justify the relevance
(or importance) of each feature and, hence, the possibility of
being included in the selected feature subset. Its performance is
assessed, over a number of benchmark data sets from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [2], against typical unsupervised
methods introduced in the literature.

A. Unsupervised Feature Selection

Feature selection is one of the most significant developments
in machine learning [5], [32] and data mining [10], [36]. In
particular, it has been applied to a variety of domain appli-
cations such as text categorization [35], intrusion detection
[34], and customer relationship management [42]. Much of the
work in feature selection has followed the supervised approach
where invented methods rely on the class or decision labels
and their correlation with feature values [37]. However, as
argued in [22], unsupervised feature selection algorithms prove
to be extremely useful with real-world data analysis. These
techniques base their judgments on particular characteristics
of data values such as entropy [9] and locality preserving
ability [68]. In general, when decision labels are available,
supervised feature selection methods usually outperform their
unsupervised counterparts [4]. Despite this, in many cases
where the thorough interpretation of a large data is infeasible,
the amount of labeled training samples is often limited. In such
circumstances, most conventional supervised techniques may
fail on the “small labeled-sample problem” [27].

Unsupervised feature selection algorithms can be categorized
into two classes of wrapper and filter [37]. The former evaluates
the candidate feature subsets by the data modeling or clustering
algorithm itself. Methods in this category aim to maximize the
clustering performance that is gauged using an internal index
(e.g., compactness and separability). These include sequential
feature selection algorithms [11], expectation–maximization-
based methods [13], and neurofuzzy techniques [45]. Unlike
these approaches, the filter methodology is exploited as a
preprocessing step that is absolutely independent of the learning
algorithm used for data generalization. Although the wrapper
approach may generate feature subsets of a better quality given
a particular learning task, it is less efficient than the filter ap-
proach, where the repeated executions of a clustering algorithm
are not required [24]. As such, the filter model is often chosen
when the number of features concerned is large.

Example Filter Methods to Unsupervised Feature Selection:
The filter approach determines the selection of features on their
relevance or dependence. A number of such methods have been
introduced in the literature with different feature evaluation
measures [4], [9], [39], [68]. An initial technique is based on
the concept of feature variance, which is employed to reflect a
feature’s representative capability. Effectively, those with high
variance are selected [4]. Let fir be the rth feature value of the
ith data instance xi, i = 1, . . . , n, r = 1, . . . , m. The variance
score Vr of the rth feature is defined as follows, where µr =
(1/n)

!n
i=1 fir:

Vr =
1
n

n"

i=1

(fir $ µr)2. (20)

This intuitive measure has been extended with the Lapla-
cian score [68]. In addition to favoring features with larger
variances, the extended method also prefers those with strong
locality preserving ability. Here, the Laplacian score Lr of the
rth feature, which should be minimized, is estimated as

Lr =

n!
i=1

n!
j=1

(fir $ fjr)2Sij

n!
i=1

(fir $ µr)2Dii

(21)

where D is a diagonal matrix with Dii =
!n

j=1 Sij , and Sij is
defined as the neighborhood relation between samples xi and
xj such that

Sij =

6
e

|xi!xj |2

t , if xi and xj are neighbors
0, otherwise

(22)

where t is a user-defined constant, and sample xj is a neighbor
of xi if xj " Nk

i , i.e., the set of k samples nearest to xi.
In addition, the entropy-based relevance assessment has also

been developed for unsupervised feature selection [9]. Un-
like the previous measures, the underlying evaluation is not
conducted for individual features in isolation, but for feature
subsets each created on a leave-one-out basis. The entropy Er

of the feature subset without the rth feature can be estimated as
follows:

Er = $
n"

i=1

n"

j=1

Sij . log(Sij) + (1 $ Sij). log(1 $ Sij))

(23)

where Sij = e$!Dij and " = $ log(0.5)/D. Note that Dij is
the Euclidean distance between samples xi and xj , and D is
the corresponding mean distance between any two samples in a
given feature subspace (i.e., where the rth feature is excluded).
Effectively, the higher the Er is, the more significance the rth
feature becomes.

Another approach to developing filter methods for unsuper-
vised feature selection is based on the concept of similarity
among features [39]. It aims to reduce the redundancy by
partitioning the original feature set into subsets (or clusters).
Features in the same cluster are regarded to be highly similar,
whereas those in different clusters are dissimilar. One feature
is then selected from each cluster (as a representative) to
constitute the final selected feature subset. In particular, the new
similarity measure, named maximal information compression
index #2, is introduced to clustering the underlying features (see
[39] for details).

In addition to these methods, techniques like the principal
component analysis [12], Isomap [54] (a nonlinear extension
of the multidimensional scaling [56]), and the locally linear
embedding mechanism [50] can also be used for unsupervised
dimensionality reduction. However, these methods deliver a
subset of transformed features, instead of an actual subset
of the original features. A more comprehensive overview of
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approaches for dimensionality reduction via feature transfor-
mation can be found in [29].

Search Strategy for the Reduced Feature Subset: For an
m-dimensional data set (i.e., with m features), the complete
search space of the feature selection problem is of the size
2m. Accordingly, an exhaustive search becomes impractical,
even with a moderate m. For this reason, a heuristic search
technique may be employed, including sequential methods
(e.g., forward/backward selection [1] and floating search [47]),
branch-and-bound [8], and randomized search strategies (e.g.,
evolutionary algorithms [51]). An alternative is that of feature
ranking, where the feature-specific utility is assessed in isola-
tion, and those features with the utility above a certain threshold
are selected [22], [24]. Particularly, in [46], a simple threshold-
directed method is introduced to discriminate the relevance of
the original features, within the unsupervised learning frame-
work of conditional Gaussian networks. Also, a technique for
aggregation of simple feature rankings, each created from a
specific projection of the underlying data, has recently been put
forward with promising results [25].

B. Reliability-Based Filter Method

Inspired by the success with OWA aggregation, the pro-
posed reliability measure is herein also applied to the problem
of unsupervised feature selection. It can be regarded as the
discriminant factor to justifying the relevance of each data
feature. The resulting “filter” method reflects the intuition
that a feature is considered reliable (or relevant) if its values
are tightly grouped together (i.e., possessing a rigid value
pattern). In essence, with a data set of n samples (x1, . . . , xn),
the reliability FRr of feature fr, r " {1, . . . , m}, is esti-
mated from the accumulative reliability measures generated
for each of its values fir, i = 1, . . . , n. This is summarized as
follows.

• Step 1. Acquire the reliability measure Rk
fir

of each feature
value fir, i = 1, . . . , n [see (9) and (10)], using the set of
k nearest neighbors.

• Step 2. Calculate the accumulative reliability FRr of fea-
ture fr, r = 1, . . . , m, by combining the reliability mea-
sures of all its values, i.e.,

FRr =
n"

i=1

Rk
fir

. (24)

Effectively, the original features can be ranked in accordance
with their reliability degrees. The higher the reliability is, the
more relevant the feature becomes. In the current research, for
computational efficiency, a simple threshold-directed feature
selection method similar to those in [24], [25], and [46] is
employed. Principally, a feature fr, r " {1, . . . , m}, is selected
only when its corresponding reliability FRr exceeds a given
threshold. Such a discriminating limit can be subjectively mod-
eled by an analyst. However, a predefined threshold may not be
effective for a variety of data with different characteristics. It is
better to learn this from the underlying data set. Intuitively, the
original features can be divided into two classes (“relevance”

Fig. 6. Procedural description of the ReduceFeatureSet algorithm.

and “irrelevance”) by using the average reliability of all features
FRaverage as the threshold, i.e.,

FRaverage =
1
m

m"

r=1

FRr. (25)

From this, a heuristic method can be employed to justify the
content of the reduced feature set FS. Let the to-be-reduced
feature set FS contain all features f1, . . . , fm. Next, for each
feature fr, it is dropped from FS if FRr < FRaverage. Fig. 6
formally summarizes this ReduceFeatureSet algorithm.

C. Empirical Evaluation

Having defined the reliability-based feature selection algo-
rithm, here, the evaluation of its performance against three
other unsupervised feature selection techniques, namely, Lapla-
cian (LPC) [68], entropy (ENT) [9], and feature similarity
(FSFS) [39], is presented. To generalize this assessment, two
different sizes of the nearest neighbors (k = 1 and k = 2) are
exploited to create two variations of the proposed reliability-
based methods, named R-1 and R-2, respectively. Effectively,
a feature subset selected by each investigated method is used
by three distinct clustering techniques (see next) to generate
data partitions (whose qualities are gauged using three stan-
dard evaluation indexes, as shown later). Intuitively, the higher
the quality of a data partition, the more effective the feature
subset, and, hence, the more useful the underlying feature
selection method. Note that this evaluation is conducted over
six benchmark data sets, where true natural clusters are known
but are not explicitly used by an unsupervised feature selection
method (except for their involvement in the evaluation of the
final results). These data sets are obtained from UCI Machine
Learning Repository [2], and their details are summarized in
Table III.

Clustering Methods: Three different clustering algorithms
are used here to evaluate the quality of a reduced feature set
created by each investigated method. For comparison purposes,
as with the work in [15], [18], and [21], each clustering method
divides data samples into a partition of K (the number of
true classes for each data set) clusters, which is then assessed
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TABLE III
DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTED DATA SETS

against the corresponding true partition using a set of external
evaluation indexes as given below.

k-means (KM) [23] first randomly selects (predefined) k
samples as initial centroids, to which the remaining samples are
assigned. Following that, the centroid of each cluster is updated
as the mean of all samples in that cluster. This process is iterated
until no changes are made to the centroids (i.e., no reassignment
of any data sample from one cluster to another).

Single linkage [12] generates a tree (called a “dendogram”)
as nested groups of data organized hierarchically. The algorithm
begins by considering each data sample as a cluster, and then
gradually merges similar clusters until all the clusters are
combined into one big group. The resulting dendogram reveals
cluster–subcluster relations and the order in which they were
merged or split. This is obtained using the distance DCiCj

between two clusters Ci and Cj , where d(a, b) is the distance
between samples a and b, i.e.,

DCiCj = min
%a"Ci,b"Cj

d(a, b). (26)

Spectral clustering [17] employs the spectrum of data sim-
ilarity matrices to first reduce the dimensionality of a data set
and then applies a basic clustering algorithm, such as KM or a
graph cut-based method, on the resulting lower dimension data.
In this regard, the method is itself of a hybrid of dimensionality
reduction and clustering already. This similarity is typically
measured using a Gaussian function [52]. Interestingly, such a
method makes no assumptions on the data distribution at hand.
It is also able to find clusters that are not in any convex regions
of the space.

Evaluation Indices: Similar to the quality assessment of
clustering methods used in [18], [53], and [55] (where class
labels are assumed available just to perform the evaluation),
the data partitions generated by the aforementioned clustering
algorithms are here evaluated using three validity indexes: clas-
sification accuracy (CA) [43], normalized mutual information
(NMI) [53], and Rand index (RI) [48]. These evaluation indexes
have been widely exploited for assessing the quality of data
partitions generated by a clustering algorithm. In particular, to
the task of unsupervised feature selection, such assessment is
also employed to justify the quality of established feature selec-
tion methods [13], [31], [39]. Note that these indexes assess the
degree of agreement between two data partitions, where one of
the partitions is obtained from a clustering algorithm ($*), and
the other is taken from the assumed prior information [i.e., the
known label of the data (!+) that is not required for the actual
clustering process].

Experiment Results: At the outset, for comparison, all the
feature selection methods employed in this experimental study
are assessed using the same feature-subset size per data set,
which is equal to those generated by either of the two proposed
reliability-based techniques (i.e., R-1 and R-2). Note that both
R-1 and R-2 happen to create feature subsets of the same
cardinality for each data set. Thus, the sizes are 1, 4, 8, 8, 10,
and 10 for Iris, Glass, Cleveland, Heart, Olitos, and Ionosphere,
respectively. Table IV presents the performance of different
unsupervised algorithms based on CA, NMI, and RI quality
indexes. The two best or equal-best performances (marked as
best-2 hereafter) under each setting (excluding the case for the
“Unreduced”) are highlighted with boldface.

The results indicate that the reliability-based approach usu-
ally outperforms other unsupervised feature selection methods
across all three distinct clustering techniques. Exceptionally, its
performance is competitive to that of FSFS for Glass and Olitos,
while being superior over other data sets. Note that since KM is
nondeterministic (i.e., different runs may create dissimilar data
partitions), the results shown in this evaluation are acquired
as the average across 50 runs. In deriving these results, the
parameters used by the LPC method are as follows: t = 1 [see
(21) and (22)] and the number of nearest neighbors k is 2.

To further evaluate the performance of R-1 and R-2, re-
duced feature sets of a different size rd, rd = 1, . . . , m $ 1,
are similarly assessed using the given clustering techniques and
quality indexes, where m is the number of original features.
Note that unsupervised methods analogously generate a list of
ranked features, where the lowest g features are excluded to
obtain the reduced feature set of size m $ g. Following the
assessment framework in [67], using CA, NMI, and RI quality
measures, Table V shows the averaged performance [with the
corresponding standard deviation (SD) statistics] achieved by
each investigated algorithm across all m $ 1 reduced feature
sets. According to these results, the proposed reliability ap-
proach systematically provides more consistent and effective
performance than the rest. For detailed results, please consult
online resources.1

These results demonstrate that the proposed feature selection
mechanism is, indeed, effective and robust to perform the task
of identifying relevant data features. This conforms to the
design intention of the underlying approach in that the accu-
mulative reliability measure captures well the “compactness”
of hypothesized data clusters, without prior knowledge of the
actual ones. Interestingly, the property of compactness has been
the typical objective function of many clustering algorithms,
including KM. The approach proposed here is conceptually
similar to the LPC method that takes into account the local
data structure. However, LPC has the difficulty in coping with
extreme data values, whereas R-1 and R-2 can minimize the
effect of such data upon the clustering process.

In addition, ENT concentrates on pairwise-proximity metric
that effectively blends local and broader data structures to-
gether. As suggested by the empirical findings, this inability
to account for local data property brings about less effective
performance, as compared to R-1 and R-2. Different from these

1http://users.aber.ac.uk/tsb/.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF UNSUPERVISED TECHNIQUES USING CA–NMI–RI EVALUATION INDEXES. THE BEST-2

PERFORMANCE OF EACH INDEX IS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLDFACE

TABLE V
AVERAGE OF CA–NMI–RI MEASURES OBTAINED FROM DIFFERENT FEATURE SUBSETS (OF SIZE 1, . . . , m ! 1). THE CORRESPONDING SDS ARE

GIVEN IN BRACKETS, AND THE TWO BEST MEASURES OF EACH EXPERIMENT SETTING ARE SHOWN IN BOLDFACE
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techniques, FSFS works by exploiting only the redundancy
contained within a given feature set. It does not consider any
information on data relevance in determining the resulting
feature subset. This mechanism is efficient, but inapplicable to
data sets with completely dissimilar features. However, a hybrid
method that combines the underlying data redundancy with data
reliability may improve the results obtained by any individual
method presented herein.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a nearest-neighbor-based reliability
measure, which can be efficiently exploited for information
aggregation and unsupervised feature selection. The distributed
perspective, similar to the existing cluster-based technique (of
the Clus-DOWA operator), has been adopted such that the relia-
bility of a data point is determined solely by its distances to the
local neighbors. In essence, values that are seemingly indiffer-
ent from others in close proximity are considered reliable. This
approach is more efficient than the conventional cluster-based
counterpart [with time and space complexity decreasing from
O(n3) and O(n2) to O(n2) and O(n), respectively]. Although
the fundamental concept of nearest neighbors has been well
established, its application within the context of information
aggregation and unsupervised feature selection is unique. This
paper concentrates on such novel applications.

Technically, the reliability measure can be regarded as a
stress-like function to obtain an explanatory and argument-
dependent OWA aggregation. Conceptually, the data-driven
approach developed herein offers a reverse-engineered ap-
proach to the original human-directed stress-function method.
While reliability is analogously employed for interpretation
toward an aggregation behavior, it is not derived in accordance
with human experience and judgment, but from the structural
characteristics of the argument values. In addition, reliability
values can be mapped onto linguistic descriptors such that a
coherent comprehension, particularly among multiple experts
or analysts, can be achieved. The distributed approach is able to
effectively capture the underlying data characteristics and de-
liver trustworthy weights. This is illustrated through its superior
performance compared with other dependent and independent
aggregation methods for alias detection in intelligence data.

Furthermore, the generality of the proposed method has been
demonstrated by applying it to the task of unsupervised feature
selection. To reduce the size of a feature set to support a more
efficient subsequent learning process, the reliability measure
has been employed to determine the quality of each feature.
Intuitively, a feature is excluded from the final feature subset if
its reliability is below the average measure of all features. This
heuristic-based method has proven effective in conjunctive use
with several clustering algorithms over a number of data sets.

Results obtained are highly promising. However, the general-
ity of the nearest-neighbor guided evaluation of data reliability
may be further illustrated by application to other problem
domains. One initial such investigation is automated assess-
ment of student academic performance. This is important and
very relevant to the present research because such evaluation
typically requires the exploitation of multiple criteria and may

involve different forms of data [49]. The proposed informa-
tion aggregation technique can be used to integrate different
decision-making criteria, and the unsupervised feature selection
method can be applied to choose appropriate data components
when assessing a certain aspect of the performance.
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